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1. Introduction. Let / be a map from a space X to a space Y. To what extent

is the homotopy class of/determined by the cohomology homomorphisms in-

duced by it ? If X is a complex of dimension n and Y an «-sphere, then by the

Hopf Theorem / is determined up to homotopy by its induced cohomology

homomorphism with integer coefficients. Another such example is given by

F. Peterson [14]. Let X be a complex of dimension z% 2n and let cu denote a

complex n-plane bundle over X. Suppose that X has no torsion in its even di-

mensional cohomology groups. Peterson shows that the bundle cu is then de-

termined by its Chern classes. Here Y is the classifying space BV(n), and / is the

characteristic map for to.

We consider arcwise connected spaces with basepoint, and denote by [X, 7]

the set of homotopy classes of (basepoint preserving) maps from X to Y. Let G

be an abelian group and let H*(X ; G) denote the reduced singular cohomology

groups of X with coefficients in G. Define a function (see [20, p. 14])

[X,7] -^» Hom(H*(Y;G), H*(X;G))

by setting XG[f] =/*, where [/] denotes the homotopy class of/ and /* its

induced cohomology homomorphism. Define NG[X, Y] to be the kernel of XG

and set

N[X,Y] = C\NGIX,Y]

where the intersection is taken over all finitely generated abelian groups. (We

will denote the category of these groups by 9.)

The purpose of this paper is to define invariants whose vanishing implies that

N[X, Y] = 0. For in this case a map is null-homotopic if, and only if, all of its

induced cohomology homomorphisms (with coefficients e'S) are zero.

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 below, the set [X, Y~\ has a natural

group structure (see James [9]), and one then can say more about the subset

N[X, Y].

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a CW-compZex and suppose that either X is a sus-

pension or  Y is a homotopy-associative H-space whose singular homology
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groups are of finite type. Then N[X,Y~\ is a normal subgroup of the group

[X, Y], and two classes [/] and [g] belong to the same coset of N[X, Y] if,

and only if, they induce identical cohomology homomorphisms, taking coef-

ficients in all groups GecS.

The proof is given in an appendix (§5).

2. The invariants. Let Y be a space which is n-simple for all n *¿. 1. In

particular, this means that tz^Y) is abelian. Suppose that 0 < n(l) < n(2) < •••

are the dimensions in which Y has nonzero homotopy groups, and set

7ti = 7tn(i)(Y). Recall that a Postnikov system for Y provides a sequence of

fibre spaces (and commutative diagrams)

(2.1) ...  ->   Y"(i)   ->     Y"<i_1)   -*   ■■■   ->  Y"(1)

\    /

Sn(i) *      Sn(i-l)

such that the map g„(i) induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups in di-

mensions Sj n(i). Denote by /c„(i) the ith Postnikov invariant of Y: that is,

W y"(i)  -►   K(ni+1,n(i + 1) + 1).

Define a sequence of first order cohomology operations (for each space Y) by

¥»(0 =   - kn(i)°lnar K(it¡, n(i)) -» K(iti+X, n(i + 1) + 1).

Set ^„(ij-i = ^^„(i), where a denotes the suspension of cohomology operations.

(If n(l) = l, then O0 = 0.)

We next define a sequence of non-negative integers r„(i) as follows. Suppose

first that 7i¡ is a cyclic group, and let / : Sn(l) -> Y represent a generator. Define

t„(¡) to be the least positive integer such that

t„(i.)S¡ ef*Hn(i\Y; it,),

where s, generates the cyclic group Hn(i)(S"'-i);iti). If/*H"(0(Y;7ti) = 0,or if tt,

is not cyclic(2), set zn(n = 0.

Denote by t„(()* the cohomology operation given by multiplying each

cohomology class by the integer t„(¡) ; we consider this operation only in dimen-

sion n(i), with coefficients in 7i¡. Thus with each space Y we associate three

sequences of cohomology operations: Y^,,<S>n(i)-x, and t„(¡)*.

(2) The definition of the invariants t„(0 can be extended to the case that n¡ is not cyclic.

Then rnw becomes a set of elements from Horn (nt, n,), but the usefulness of the generalization

to applications seems limited.
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Suppose now that Y is fixed, and let X be any other space. The operations

^„(¡j and t„(;)* then have as domain the group H"(i)(X;7t¡), while3>„(¡-i>-1 has

this group as range. In §3 we show that Image fl^^^cKernel*¥n(i) (i ^ 1).

Define, for i > 1

5Rn(i)(X Y) =   KernelT-(0* n  [Kernelvp-(i)]

Kernel %n{i)* n Image<r>„(¡_ 1}_y '

(Since *I/n(i) is not necessarily additive we denote by [Kernel *Pn(¡)] the least sub-

group of Hn{l)(X;it) containing Kernel¥„<„.)

As above suppose that Y is n-simple for all n ^ 1 and suppose in addition

that it¡e@, f _1. (These conditions are fulfilled, for example, if the singular

homology groups of Ye <8 and either Y is simply-connected or Y is an ff-space

[17, 5].) We shall prove

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a finite-dimensional CW-complex. If $Hn(i)(X, Y) = 0

for all i ^ 2, then N[X, Y] = 0.

In §4 we compute the invariants $, XP, and t for the classifying spaces of the

stable classical groups, and then apply Theorem 2.2 to the problem of classifying

(stable) vector space bundles over complexes, obtaining as a special case the

theorem of Peterson mentioned in §1.

Remark. Theorem 2.2 is only a first level result, in the sense that the groups

9l"(l)(X, Y) are defined using only primary cohomology operations. It is possible

to define, for each n ^ 1, a sequence of nth order cohomology operations asso-

ciated with Y, and using these to define a sequence of groups with numerator

the same as 9l"c,)(X, Y) but with larger denominators. In §3 we sketch the def-

inition of the second order operations, but for simplicity we do the details of

the method only using primary operations.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose that Y is a simply-connected space, and

denote by QYthe loop space of Y. APostnikov system for £l Yis obtained by apply-

ing the loop functor Q to all the spaces and maps in diagram (2.1). Denote by

Q.Y-y PY^> Ythe path fibre space over Y[17, Chapter 4, §4]. Recall that a Moore-

Postnikov [13] decomposition of this fibre space gives a sequence of fibre spaces

(and commutative diagrams)

Kfa-yMi-D-l)
Jn(i)        I

(3.1) ->YnW^   YH(i.1)   ->   -   ->   Y„(1) =  Y.

*n(i)       \ /        nn(i-l)

PY
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Denote by p„(i) the composite map y„(¡)->->Y. This is a fibre map and the fibre

space yn((,-> Yis induced from the fibre space Py"('~1)-> Y^'^^bythemapg^.D

of Yinto Y"(i_1). Thus pn(i) has fibre QYB(i_1)and n„(¡) restricted to QYis Cig„0-xy

Moreover Yn(i) is (n(i) — l)-connected and pn(i) induces an isomorphism on homo-

topy groups in dimensions ^ n(i). We can construct such a decomposition by

the Cartan-Serre-G. Whitehead method of successively killing homotopy groups

[7, Chapter 5, §8]. This method is feasible for making computations, since it

does not involve the Postnikov system {Y"(l)}. (In §4 we give two examples of

computations using this construction.) By the construction the fibre space

Y„(i+X)-y Y„(I) is induced from the fibre space

(Kn(O = K(7Ti,n(0))by a map yn(t) : YB(i) -> KH(l). Moreover, it is clear that yn(i)

is the map g„(1) in the Postnikov system for Yn(i) (see 2.1).

Denote by e„(¡) and ttt(i) the respective fundamental classes of Y„(i) and K„(i).

That is,

e„(0eir,(')(y»(0;jt,),tll(i)6H"(f)(Km;itt) and 7„(i)*tn(0 = en(i).

(We identify 71, and 7in(¡)( Y„(¡)) by means of pn(i)*.) I claim that

(3-2) *„(,)_!  =/,(i+!,*£„(; + !) (i = 2).

To see this notice that the inclusion K(n¡, n(i)-1) c.1 Y„(¡+1) can be factored into

^.»(O-Oc/fly^c-y^H).

Let i denote the transgression in the fibre space K(7t¡+1,n(i + 1) —l)->-Yn(¡+2)

-» T„(¡+i). Then t(o-í„(¡+1)) = e„(¡+i), and hence by §4 of [12], and the naturality

of the transgression,

«%j+D = -K(i)-Á&Y).
Recall that by [8],

(3.3) *1ki)-i(OD = ffyn

Thus,

/%i+i) = ^*"*8»(i+i) = -/*feB(0-i(fiT) = -ff7*fc„(j)(Y) = tñfm = On(i)_1

as claimed. It follows from (3.2) that the invariant <£„(()-1 is the same for the

space Yand the space Y„U) for any;'< i, and the same is then true of the invariant

^nup provided a is an isomorphism.

Let / be a map from X to Yn(¡) (i 2; 1). We say that / lifts to Y„0) 0' > 0» if

there is a map/' from X to YnU) such that gn(i+1) »••■ °q„U)0f' ^f. If X is a

CW-complex, then/*s„(¡) is the (single) obstruction to lifting the map/to Yn(i+1y

Recall [15; 19] that for any space X the following sequence is exact (i ^2).
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Moreover (see [16; 19]) there is a map

p:ClK„{i-yt x Yn(¡)-> Yn(i)

such that for classes u,ve [X, Y„(i)]

9»(í)#(") = í.,<ik(»)

if, and only if, there is a class we [X.QX^;-!)] with p#(w,u) = v. Using this

we prove

Lemma 3.4. Let f be a map from a CW-complex X into Yn(0 (i 2ï 2). Tfte

™ap <?„(,-)/ Zi/is io Y„(i+1) if, and only if,

f*enii)elmage<í>ni¡_x)_y cz JF^X,;*,).

Proof. Let ft be any map X->Y„(i) and let werZ"0'"1'"1^;^). We

regard w as an element of [X^K^^y^ and set

v = p#(w,[ft])e[X,Yn(¡)].

Then qn{i)#(v) = <zn(i)#[ft], and so g„(i) °Zi' cï g„(i) °ft, where h' represents v.

Let A denote the diagonal map X -> X x X. Then h' may be taken to be the

following composition:

X à Xx X—^ £!*:„(,_„ x Y„(i) Ü Y„(0.

Moreover the map p has the property that if Zt and Z2 denote the respective in-

clusions QK.«-!), Y„(i)czOj<in(1._1)x Yn(f), then

/* °'i -À(0' and P°h- identity.

Therefore, since Yn(l) is (n(i) —l)-connected, setting £=£„(i) and O = 3>n(¡_1)_1 we

obtain

h'*£ =  A* °(w x ft)*p*(e)

=   A* o(w x n*0B(i))* e® 1 + 1 <g>e)

= O(w) + h*s.

To apply this to the proof of Lemma 3.4, suppose first that there is a class

ueHn(i_1)"1(X;7i,.) such that f*e = $(«). Take ft=/, w= -u and construct ft'

as above. Since O is additive (it is a suspension),

h'*e = $(-«) + <D(u) = -O(u) + O(u) = 0,

and so ft' lifts to Yn(¡+1), which provides a lifting of 4„(j)° / as required.

Conversely, suppose that g is a map from X to Yn(¡+1) which lifts q„w°f. Set
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h = qnii+1)°g. Since q„{i)°f » qn{i)°h, there is a class weHn(t~1)~i(X;itf) such

that [/] = p#(w, [ft]). Take ft'=/. Since ft lifts to Y„(i+1),h*e = Oand so, by the

above equation :

f*e = i>(w),

which completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark. By introducing higher order cohomology operations, one can give

a necessary and sufficient condition that the map aB(i_y)°-.. °qn(i)°f lifts to

YB(j+1)(j > 0).As an illustration we sketch the case y=l. Consider the fibrespace

F U Yn(i) - Yn(i_2), where p = qMi-X)°qn(iy Then, F = O_(Y$!20; that is, a

space with two nonvanishing homotopy groups, iti-2 in dimension n(i—2) — 1

and ^,_! in dimension n(i — 1) — 1, and with 3>„(¡-2)-i as /c-invariant. Set

*n(i-2)-i = 7B(,)o/ :f-* Kf

This is a secondary cohomology operation, defined on Kernel í>„(¡_2)_1 and

taking values in the cosets of Imageí>„(¡_1)_1. One then proves an analogous

result to Lemma 3.4:

The map p°f lifts to Y„(i+1) if, and only if,

/*8„(i)e Image O^-i)-! + Image S>B(i_ 2)_ , cz //"(i)(X ; n().

Suppose now that X is a finite-dimensional CW-complex and that Y is a space

whose homotopy groups e 'S. Furthermore suppose that 9t"w(X, Y) = 0 for

i ~¿. 2. To prove Theorem 2.2 we must show that if [/] e JV[X, Y], then/ is null-

homotopic, and to do this it suffices to show that/can be lifted to each Y„(i) (i > 1).

Since [/] e JV[X, Y],/*£B(1)= 0 and hence / lifts to Y„(2). Moreover YB(2) is

simply-connected and so Lemma 3.4 can be applied to the spaces YnH) (i > 2)

lying over Yn(2). Suppose then that for some i > 2, / lifts to a map, /¡, from X

to Y„(i). To complete the inductive step we must show that/ lifts to Yn(i+1), which

will then complete the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Set u =f*£„(i) e Hn(l)(X ; it¡). Now ^„^ is the first fe-invariant for the space

YB(¡), and therefore the map ^„^°y„(i) is null-homotopic. Thus Image^,^^.!

cz Kernel¥„(,-), since <¡>n(i-X)-x =j*wy„a)*ina)> by 3.2. Similarly,

in(i)(") =   *n(i)fi   e«(¡)  = /i    Tn(¡)^(n¡)   ln(i) = 0,

which shows that u e Kernel ^„^y

Consider now the invariant t„(i). If t„(¡) = 0, then trivially ue Kernel T„(i)*. If

tb(¡) # 0, then 7i( is cyclic and there is a class v e Hn(,)( Y; 7r¡) such that g*v = Tn(i)s„(i),

where g:Sní,)-> Y represents a generator for it¡. Let gn(i) : Sn(i) -+ YH{i) represent

a generator for it„(i)(Y„(i)). Since pB(1)* is an isomorphism we may take

g = Pn(i) °gn(i), and thus obtain

Pn(i)   V  =   ± TB(¡)e(B¡),

using the fact that g„m*en(n = ± sBfn. Therefore,
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*„(!)*(«) = W/¡*e«(¡)) =   ±f*Pn(i)*v =f*v = °>

since f^p„(i)°fi and [/] eN[X, Y~\. Thus in either case u e Kernelt„(0*. By

hypothesis W(l)(X, Y) =0, and therefore u e Image<S>a(i_x)_x. Thus by Lemma

3.4, q„(i)°fi lifts to Y„(i+1)and therefore so does/ This completes the inductive

step for the proof of Theorem 2.2.

4. Stable vector bundles. Suppose that Y is a CW-complex such that for

some positive integer N, fig Y has the homotopy type of Y. (Q0 denotes the

component of the constant loop.) Then it follows from Theorem 3 of [10] that

QIVYJV+n(i) and Yn{¡) (i ^ 1) have the same homotopy type. Applying (3.3) we

obtain, for i ^ 1,

(4.1) Vn(i) = oNVN+n(i),   ®„w_x = a%N+tt(i)_x,

since ^N+nu^Ys+^i)) = *Pi,+l,(i)(Y), by tne remark following the proof of (3.2).

We apply this to the case of the classifying spaces for the stable classical

groups— O and U—defined by Bott [3], studying first the space B0. (In general

BG denotes a classifying space for a group G.) Bott shows that B0 = QlB0,

with the following periodic homotopy groups.

ymod8   j    12345678

ity(B0)    | Z2 Z2   0   Z 0   0   0   Z

Thus by (4.1) there are four distinct (stable) values of the *P invariants, since

^n(i) = °~sx¥n<.i)+s- We in fact give the values of <&„(¡)-i, for we then obtain

*P„(i) by desuspending.

Theorem 4.2.   For the space B0 the (^-operations are as follows. For k^.0,

*8*+1 = 82Sq2:HSk+1(X;Z2) -+ H8k+A(X;Z),

<V+3 =   ±  ô3P\ + ô2Sq4 :H8k+3(X;Z) -> H8k+8(K;Z),

<D8fc+7 = Sq2 :H8k+\X;Z) -» H8k+9(X;Z2),

<t>8k+s = Sq2 :H8k + 8(X;Z2) -* H8k+10(X;Z2).

The r„(i) are given by:

tx = x2 = 1; Tj = 0 /or y > 8 and j = 1,2 mod 8;

*s*+4 = 2((4/c + 1)!),   r8/t+8 = (4fc + 3)!, k = 0.

Here X is any space, Sg ' and P{ denote the respective mod 2 and mod 3

Steenrod operators, and è„ (n ^ 2) denotes the Bockstein operator associated

with the exact coefficient sequence 0->ZA Z -> ZB -► 0.

Using the above invariants we can compute the groups <¡HnW(K,B0) defined in

§2. By (1.1) and (2.2) we obtain
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Theorem 4.3. Let K be a finite-dimensional CW-complex and suppose

that 9în(,)(X,B0) = 0/or all i ^ 2. Then two (stable) real vector bundles over

K are equivalent if, and only if, they have identical Pontryagin and Stiefel-

Whitney characteristic classes.

Here we have used the fact that the cohomology ring of B0 is determined

by the universal Pontryagin and Stiefel-Whitney classes.

The integers tn(i) in 4.2 are given by the Bott divisibility conditions for the

Pontryagin classes of real vector bundles over 4/c-dimensional spheres [4].

To obtain the «^-invariants for B0, take a Moore-Postnikov decomposition

for the fibre space PB0 -* B0. Set

B(0,n(i)) = Y„(i) (¿=1),

where the Y's are the spaces given in §2. (Thus B(0,1) = B0.) By (4.1) it is suf-

ficient to compute the invariants <t>n(i)-i for 4 5¡ i <¡, 7, as the remaining i>'s

and all the ^'s, are then given by desuspending. Now í>7 and <P8 take values with

Z2 as the coefficient group, and

%eH12(Z,9; Z) x Z2.

Thus these three invariants can be computed by using mod 2 coefficients. More-

over

0ll6tf16(Z,ll; Z) * Z2 + Z3,

and therefore we can determine the mod 2 (respectively, mod 3) summand of

this operation by using mod 2 (respectively, mod 3) coefficients.

We first study the mod2 cohomology of the spaces(3) B(0,k), applying (3.2)

to determine the mod 2 component of the ^-invariants. We begin with the known

result [21],

H*(B(0,4)) = Z2[W4,W6,W7,-l

where the ff's are the images of the universal Stiefel-Whitney classes from B0

and where we delete those W¡ (i ^ 2) such that j = 2r+ 1, r S; 0.

Consider the fibering K(Z,3)-»£(0,8)->73(0,4). Using the result of Serre

[18] for H*(Z,3), we apply Lemma 2.1 of [21] to show that

h*(b(o, 8)) = z2[w¿ w;2, wXA, • • •],

where W\ = q%Wh and where we delete those W[ (i ^ 8) such that i = 2s + 2r + 1,

with either s^r^l ors>0 and r = 0. Moreover by the Wu formula [23],

Sq'W¡=W¿+i (¿ = 4,6,7).

(3) In Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 9 (1962), 328-329, R.E. Stong states a complete description

of the mod 2 cohomology rings of fi(0, k) and B(U, k). Added in proof. See Trans. Amer.

Math. Soc. 107 (1963), 526-544.
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To compute the invariants $7,..,i>n for B0 we need the Serre exact sequence

[17, Chapter 3, §4]. That is, suppose that F-^B^B is a fibre space where F

is (p — l)-connected and B is (q - l)-connected (p,q ^ 1). Then one has the fol-

lowing exact sequence, using any principal ring for coefficients:

(*) - -> Hr~\F)^ Hr(B)* Hr(E)CH\F)^ ••• -+ HP+Î_1(F).

Here t denotes the transgression homomorphism.

In order to compute <D7 we apply (*) to the fibering K(Z, 1) -> B(0,9) ->■ B(0,8).

For any integral cohomology class u let w denote its mod 2 reduction. Then

xÇh) = Wg and t(Sq %) = 0, which shows by (*) and (3.2) that

Sq% = j*9e9 = <E>7.

Furthermore,

j%Sq2E9 = Sq2Sq% = Sq3Sq% = 0,

and hence by (*),

(4.4) Sq2s9 = 0,

since Hu(£(0,8)) = 0. Notice also that

(4.5) aî0H13(B(0,9)) = 0,

since the classes in dimension 13 come from e9 by squaring operations.

To determine d>8 we apply (*)to the fibering K(Z2,8) -► B(0,10) -► B(0,9). Using

4.4 and 4.5 one has that

Sq2i8 = JÎo£io = 1>8> and Sq3 e10 = 0.

(The latter fact uses the Adem relation [1] Sq3Sq2=0.) Finally, by the same

type of argument, one shows that

Sq3h = jï2êy2 = 3>9-

We are left with showing that

S«s?u =JÎ6êi6 = än-

Suppose to the contrary that j*6 e16 = 0. We show that this assumption leads

to a contradiction. By (*), applied to the fibering K(Z,ll)->ß(0,16)-»ß(0,12),

we see that SqHï2 # 0 and that there is a class ueZ716(B(0,12)) such that

q*y6u = el6. Consider the fibering K(Z2,9) ±2-+ B(0,12) -?¿¿+ ß(0,10). By [18],

H16(Z2,9) has the following basis:

Sq\lg),Sq6Sq1(l9),Sq5Sq2(h),Sq*Sq2Sq1(h).

Now j*2Ëy2 = Sq3i9, and hence by the Adem relations,
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j*X2(Sq%2) = SqASq3(t9) = Sq5Sq2(h).

On the other hand Sq7EX0, Sq6Sq18x0 and Sq4Sq2Sq1eX0 are linearly independent

in H11(B(0,10)). (One sees this by applying jx* to these classes and using the

Adem relations in Ff17(Z2,8).) Since t(í9) = 610, it follows that x is a mono-

morphism on a summand complementary to Sq5Sq2(i9) in H16(Z2,9). Thus by

(*)> j*2u must belong to the summand spanned by Sq5Sq2i9 and hence

u = q*2v + a(Sq4EX2) (aeZ2)

for some class ueiï16(B(0,10)).

By a similar argument one shows that

v = 4Ï> + (bSq6 + cSq*Sq2) e10 (b,ceZ2),

where weH16(B(0,9)).

Finally, we consider the fibering K(Z,7)^ß(0,9)^ß(0,8). H16(Z,7) has

Sq1Sq2i1 and Sq6Sq1Sq2t1 as basis elements and these classes transgress to

zero in H16(B(0,8)). Since W¡6 and Wg2 generate H16(B(0,8)), we have

w = q*W(b + (dSq 7 + eSq 6Sqx) e9 (d, e e Z2).

Thus, since B(0,16) is 15-connected,

è16 = r*Wy'6

where r = q9 oqx0 0qX2 0qX6. But by the Bott divisibility criterion,one has that

W[6 is zero in B(0,16) (see argument by Milnor in [11]) and hence we have ob-

tained a contradiction. Thus,

<f>yy=Sq\y,
as claimed.

This completes the mod 2 calculations needed in 4.2. The remaining calculation

is the mod3 summand in <bxx. Since <D3 = <T8í>n, it suffices to show that

+ <53 P3 t3 = j8 s8,

and this follows at once from the fact that <53P3t3 generates H8(Z,3; Z) and

that H*(B(Q,A); Z) has no 3-torsion. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

We turn now to the classifying space Bv. Bott [3] shows that Bv = 0.lBv,

and that

ji2l(BD) = Z,   it2i-x(Bv) = 0, i = l.

Thus by 4.1 there is just one (stable) <1> invariant to compute, since €>2j _ x = o2<&2k+ x

(i ^ 1). (See §3 of [14].)

Theorem 4.6.   For the space Bv,

02i_! = ô2Sq2:H2i'\X;Z)-*H2i+2(X;Z) (i^l).
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The x invariants are given by

T2J = (i-l)!, ifcl.

Again we can use these invariants to compute the groups ^"'''(Z.B^) (see §2).

Combining (1.1) and (2.1) we obtain

Theorem 4.7. Let K be a finite-dimensional complex and suppose that

9l"(l)(K, Bv) = 0/or all i ^ 2. Then two (stable) complex vector bundles over K

are equivalent if, and only if, they have identical Chern classes.

This includes Theorem 3.2 of [14]. For if the torsion in H2l(K;Z) is relatively

prime to (i-1)!, then Kernel r2i* = 0 and hence yi2i(K,Bv) = 0.

The values of the integers t2¡ in 4.6 come from the Bott divisibility theorem

for complex bundles over spheres [4]. One evaluates í>3 for Bv (hence obtaining

all the <D's and ^'s) by applying the exact sequence (*) to the fibering

K(Z,3)->B([/,6)-»B(C/,4). Here B(U,2i)= Y2i, where the Y's are a decom-

position for the fibre space PBV -* Bv. One uses the fact that B(U, 2) and B(U,4)

have nonzero integral cohomology only in even dimensions. We leave the de-

tails to the reader.

Remark. The classes <J>„(0 have another interpretation from that given here.

They in fact occur as the initial differentials in an exact couple whose spectral

sequence converges to [SrX, Yl (SrX = rth suspension of X, r ^ 1). Thus the

3>'s which we have computed for B0 and Bv occur in spectral sequences which

converge to the K-functors

Ko-(X), K¿'(X),

of Atiyah-Hirzebruch [2]. A brief discussion of this topic is given in [22].

5. Appendix. Let X and Y be topological spaces, and for each abelian group

G let XG denote the set function defined in §1. We define an equivalence relation =,

between classes in [X, Y] by saying that

[/] = [g] if XG[f] = AG[g],

for all Ge^. We prove

Lemma 5.1. Let Xt,Yt (i=l,2) be spaces such that Yx and Y2 have singular

homology groups of finite type. Let [/¡],[g¡] e [Xt, Y¡] (i = 1,2). // [/¡] = [g¡],

then

[fi x/2] = l?i x f2].

as classes in [Xx x X2, Yx x Y2].

Proof. Since each space Y¡ has homology of finite type, there is a chain com-

plex of finite type, C^(Y¡), which is a chain equivalent subcomplex of the singular

complex S(Y¡). Hence for each Ge?,
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H*(Yt,G) « H*(lC(G)),

where lC(G) = Horn(C*(Y¡),G), and therefore,

H*(YX xY2;G) x H*CC(G)®2C(G)).

To show that [fx x /2] = [gx x g2] it suffices to show that

^g[/i x/2] = AG[gi x 82]' where G is the integers and all cyclic groups Z,

Zpr, r ^ 1, p a prime. We first show

(5.2) ^[A x/2] = ^[g, x g2], for G = Zpr, r ^ 1.

Suppose that this has been proved for all integers r such that 1 ^ r < n. We

show that this implies the statement for r = n. Let vv e Hq(1C(Zp„) ®2 C(Zp„)),

<7 > 0. By taking canonical bases for the respective cochain complexes [6, Chapter

5, §8)], one can show that

w =   S u¡ ® v¡    +      Z       o'j{xJ),
i láígn-1

where

UjeíTYCÍZ,,.)), ^sií^^Z^)) («», + &, = q),

and

x,e/íí-1(1C(Zp,)®2C(Zp,)).

(Here 8)  is  the   Bockstein  coboundary  associated   with the exact sequence

O-Z^Zpn + ̂Z^O.)

Thus,

C/i x/2)*»v  =   I (/1 x/2)*(u, 0O+I «5;-(/i x/2)*x,.

=   IZ/ui®/^,. +  IW1X/2)**,-

But [/] = [g¡] and therefore,

/l*«l  =  £l*"i,      A*^  =   g2*fj-

Moreover by the inductive hypothesis,

(ft  X/2)**;  =  (g!  X g2)*Xj.

Consequently,

(ft X/2)*W =   I g1*Mi®g2*y¡ +   I Ô'j(gi x g2)%- = (gt x g2)*w,
i j

and thus XG[fx x/2] = ¿g^ x g2], where G = Zp„. Since

H^COZ,)®2^)) = H*(1C(Zp))®H*(2C(Z)))),
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(5.2) is clearly true for r = 1, completing the inductive proof. A similar argument

shows that Xz[fx x/2] = Xz[gx x g2~\. We leave the details to the reader.

Suppose now that Y is a homotopy-associative Ff-space with homology of

finite type, and let p : Y x Y-* Ydenote the multiplication. Let [/], [g~\ e [X, Y].

We define the product of these classes (which we will write as [/] + [g], even

though it is not necessarily abelian), as the homotopy class of the map

A                  fx g               p
X-ï X x X  -> Yx Y-ï Y.

From Lemma 5.1 and the naturality of the set N[X, Y], we have

Lemma 5.3.   // [/] - [fx] and [g] = [gx], then [/] + [g] ** [fx] + [gx].

Let A be any group and suppose that ~ is an equivalence relation on A such

that, if a ~ ax and b ~ bx then a • b ~ ax ■ bx. Then the set of equivalence

classes, A/~, has a natural group structure. If K denotes the set of elements in

A which are equivalent to the identity of A, then K is a normal subgroup of A,

since it is the kernel of the natural map A ^ A\~. Moreover, a ~ b if, and only

if, a-b'1 eK.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. If X is a suspension the proof of the theorem is im-

mediate, since (/+ g)* =/* + g*. Suppose then that Y is a homotopy-associa-

tive H-space with homology of finite type. In this case, it need not be true that

(/ + g)* =f* + g*. Let [/], [g-]eN[X,Yl But [f]eN[X, Y]if, and only if, [f] = 0.
Thus Theorem 1.1 follows from Lemma 5.3 and the above remarks.
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